
FRANCO ROMERO
CENTRE-BACK



DATA SHEET

FIRST NAME FRANCO GASTÓN

DATE OF BIRTH 11/02/1995

NATIONALITY URUGUAYAN

CLUB LIVERPOOL

POSITION

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

PREFERRED FOOT

CENTRE-BACK

1.86CM

86KG

RIGHT FOOTED

LAST NAME ROMERO PONTE



LEAGUES

NATIONAL CUPS

INTERNATIONAL CUPS
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STATS IN URUGUAY

83%

2020/21

69%

2020/21

60%

2020/21

Passes /
Accurate

Defensive duels /
won

Aerial duels /
won

63%

2020/21

62%

2020/21

53%

2020/21

Forward passes /
accurate

Dribbles /
successful

Offensive
duels / won



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

BUILDING-UP FROM THE BACK

He has a great capacity to build-up
from the back. He creates
associations by his breaking-line
pass. He understands how to pass
on the ground to a teammate
located through the lines. 

AERIAL PLAY

He has a good biotype for aerial
duels. He wins due to his height and
jump. He uses his body to overcome
rivals. Once he gets possession of
the ball and unbalances the
opponent, he frontally makes a
heading clearance.

ANTICIPATIONS

He is smart enough to read
anticipations well. He identifies
when to advance to cut the play and
intensely regain it. He can also keep
his position and let the rival receive
to stay well-positioned. He is
aggressive in recover the ball.



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

LONG PASS

He is accurate in long-range passes.
Regardless of using his preferred
foot, he makes it accurately. He can
switch the play or make frontal long
passes in behind the defenders. 

PHYSICALL POTENCY 

He is strong and powerful to
succeed in defensive duels either
quickly or statically. Continuously,
he shows that he can physically
succeed against his rival. It does not
matter if he is dealing with a forward
who has a similar biotype. He wins
the 1v1 duel. 

OFF THE BALL LOCATION

One of the main skills a centre-back
must possess is a good off the ball
positioning on the field. Romero
demonstrates it twice: 1. He
positions himself well for lateral
crosses. 2. In positional defense, he
holds the attacker well to keep his
zone safe. 



MEDIA

2020 - URUGUAYAN
CLAUSURA CHAMPION

(LIVERPOOL FC)

2020 - TOP 3
BEST URUGUAYAN

CENTRE-BACK

https://espndeportes.espn.com/futbol/uruguay/nota/_/id/8524734/la-auf-eligio-a-los-mejores-de-la-temporada-2020-del-futbol-uruguayo
https://www.elobservador.com.uy/nota/el-secreto-de-los-grandes-exitos-de-liverpool-como-descubrieron-y-formaron-a-los-campeones--202132395622


SOCIAL MEDIA

@FRANCOROMERO_5

https://www.instagram.com/francoromero_5/

